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IoT technologies facilitate the development and the improvement of pervasive computing by enabling effective context-awareness
features. *ese features enable the IoT applications to detect the user’s situation and adapt their behavior. *ey also enable
context-aware security and privacy, which consist in adapting security and privacy mechanisms’ deployment to the user’s
situation. Research studies on context-aware security and privacy focus on security and privacy mechanisms’ implementation but
do not consider the secure and trustworthy context management. In this paper, we introduce a new secure and trustworthy
context management system for context-aware security and privacy in the smart city: “SETUCOM.” SETUCOM is the
implementation of the DTM (Device Trust Management) module of the CASPaaS (Context-Aware Security and Privacy as a
Service) architecture. It secures context information exchange by using a lightweight hybrid encryption system adapted to IoT
devices and manages trust through artificial intelligence techniques such as Bayesian networks and fuzzy logic. A detailed
description of the proposed system is provided, and its main performances are evaluated. *e results prove SETUCOM feasibility
in context-aware security and privacy for the smart city.

1. Introduction

*e smart city’s applications expand the boundaries of
conventional computing by interconnecting the physical
world, embedded devices, sensors, or any other electronic
device. *ey enable the collection of information about the
physical world. Based on this information, changes are
detected, and adaptations are made according to new
conditions. Indeed, the data collected by the sensors are
analyzed (usually in the cloud) using complex algorithms,
and decisions are made. However, the implementation of
these applications involves several security and privacy
issues [1]. Several research studies have led to the devel-
opment of security solutions. One solution is the imple-
mentation of context-aware security [2, 3]. Indeed, given
the frequent changes that characterize IoT, it may be
relevant to adapt the security and privacy mechanisms to
the current context.

A context can be defined as a set of information that
makes possible to determine the situation of an entity (e.g.,
person). *e information used to determine a context is
called context information. For example, we have GPS
position, presence of a RFID tag, motion speed, and gyro-
scope value. Context-aware security and privacy in IoT
consist in using relevant context information provided by
IoTdevices to adapt security and privacy mechanisms to the
actual context, without explicit user intervention [4]. *is
could be performed by defining and implementing security
and privacy mechanisms adapted to each user’s context
(situation). Indeed, in IoT, the user’s context could change
frequently, and each situation has its own risks and threats.
Context-aware security can take into account the growing
and different threats within IoT. For example, instead of
static three-factor authentication as proposed in [5], the
Context Adaptive Authentication Service (CAAS) allows a
user to dynamically choose a type of authentication: simple
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(one-factor) or strong (two-factor or three-factor). *e
chosen authentication method depends on the risk associ-
ated to the user’s context [6]. Context-aware authorization
management allows the user to grant or deny access to the
controlled resources based on the context and the rights of
an entity. *us, a context-aware security and privacy ar-
chitecture supporting the most relevant security and privacy
services has been proposed in [7].

Figure 1 illustrates a context-aware security and privacy
system for smart city applications. User’s devices transmit
context information to the context manager. *e context
manager models and merges this information to identify the
context (approaching home, in the office, etc.). *e context
security manager then uses the identified context to select
and deploy security and privacy mechanisms corresponding
to this context. For example, the system will ask the user to
perform a strong authentication (PIN code and fingerprint).

However, a context-aware security and privacy envi-
ronment faces many security and trust issues. First, it is
possible for an adversary to monitor such a system, intercept
context information, and change it in order to mislead the
perception of the system. Indeed, context-awareness man-
agement systems usually use unsecure context information
[8]. Second, adversaries may fraudulently introduce mali-
cious devices into these systems. *ird, legitimate user
devices may have faulty sensors. *us, context-awareness
management systems could perform dynamic adaptations
based on false context information. For example, an attacker
could aim at distorting the deployment of security mech-
anisms. *en, this attacker can have access to the user’s
home control applications without authentication and thus
enter the house. So, securing the exchange of context in-
formation in context-aware systems is very important. In
this sense, Zuo et al. [9] investigated and evaluated infor-
mation security issues in IoT. *ey proposed a unified
framework for information security evaluation in the IoT
systems. Chen et al. [10] proposed a new technique to
guarantee secure access control, which preserves data au-
thenticity and integrity in IoT. Le Nguyen et al. [11] pro-
posed a blockchain-based technique for secure and reliable
IoT data sharing.

Trust management is critical in a context-aware security
and privacy environment. It helps to detect devices that
behave maliciously. Hence, it enables preventing attacks
such as device cloning, spoofing, and context information
forging [12]. *e thorough and in-depth verification of the
reliability of context information allows the context-
awareness management system to avoid dealing with in-
accurate and/or malicious context information. So, the
system can make reliable adaptation decisions using secure
and trustworthy context information from trusted devices.
*erefore, the design and the implementation of secure and
trustworthy context-awareness management become a ne-
cessity. *is system will use reliable and secure context
information coming from trusted devices.

*at is why this paper proposes a secure and trustworthy
context-awareness management system. *e proposed sys-
tem includes a new mechanism for the secure delivery of
context information. It also includes a new reputation-based

trust management mechanism.*us, this system ensures the
integrity, confidentiality, and protection against replay of
context information. It also allows the detection of suspi-
cious and malicious devices as well as bad context infor-
mation using artificial intelligence techniques. *erefore,
our system can mitigate spoofing, tampering, and eaves-
dropping attacks while preserving privacy. It will also resist
to ballot stuffing attacks, context information forging, and
spoofing attacks. In addition, it has the advantage of being
lightweight and, so, adapted IoT environments. Even if this
paper focuses on the smart city and its applications, it will be
easy to integrate the proposed system into other IoTsystems
such as e-Health.

We present the design of the proposed system, and we
evaluate its effectiveness and performances. *e major
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) *e proposal of SETUCOM, integrated secure
context-awareness management in a trusted IoT
environment, security

(2) *e proposal of an evaluation scheme for the reli-
ability of context information based on Bayesian
networks that combines context information with
the user’s profile

(3) *e proposal of a context source behavior evaluation
scheme based on the fuzzy logic that computes
context source-related statistics (old and actual
states) to determine their behavior (good, doubtful,
or malicious)

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
compares existing solutions for secure management of
context awareness in a trusted environment. Section 3
presents the key features of the CASPaaS (Context-Aware
Security and Privacy as a Service) security architecture
proposed in [7] on which our solution is based. Section 4
describes the proposed system, and Section 5 evaluates the
effectiveness and the main performances of this system.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and points out some
relevant perspectives.

2. Related Work

Several studies focused on context-aware security and pri-
vacy in the smart city. In [8], the authors reviewed the
security issues of context-aware systems. Mahalle and
Dhotre [13] described the security requirements for a
context-aware system. However, several research studies
that addressed the deployment of context-aware security
and/or privacy mechanisms in IoTdid not consider security,
trust of context sources, and reliability of context infor-
mation [2, 6, 14–16]. *is section reviews the few works that
considered these issues.

2.1. Secure Exchange of Context Information. Secure ex-
change of context information is very important in context-
awareness management. Indeed, adversaries may monitor
the system, attempt to replicate contexts, and to mislead
system perception. Ahamed et al. [17] addressed the problem
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of context-aware authentication and access control in
healthcare IoT systems. *ey proposed a new mechanism
called Enhanced Context-aware Capability-based Access
Control (ECCAPAC). *e proposed mechanism enforces
access control by using a capability tag and context infor-
mation. However, the security of context information ex-
change is not considered in this work.

In [18], Alagar et al. proposed a context-aware role-based
access control system for a hospital e-Health system. In this
solution, the authors propose the implementation of in-
formation transmission security. To achieve that, they
propose the use of mechanisms provided for this purpose in
the IEEE 802.15.6 standard. Indeed, this standard provides
the implementation of authenticated and confidential
WBAN (Wireless Body Area Network) intrabody network
communications. However, the range of a WBAN is limited
to the carrier’s body. It does not ensure information security
for extra-WBAN communications. In addition, the solutions
proposed in [3, 18] were neither implemented nor evaluated.

Chouhan et al. [19] highlighted the security issues in IoT
environments and proposed to use the concept of situation
evaluation to ensure the security of IoT applications. *is
concept is based on the detection of events that can help to
evaluate the situation and propose appropriate security
mechanisms. However, the security of the data provision
allowing situation evaluation and events’ detection has not
been addressed. *e confidence of the devices providing
these data has also not been considered. In addition, the
proposed concept has not been evaluated.

Ashibani et al. [6] proposed a context-aware authenti-
cation service for smart home applications. *e major

advantage of the proposed scheme is that it helps to reinforce
the user’s authentication and access control by making them
adaptive to the user’s context. However, context information
gathering is not secured. de Matos et al. [2] proposed a
context-aware security module for edge-centric context
sharing architecture. *is solution takes advantage from
leveraging edge/fog computing infrastructure integration.
*is enables low latency in transmitting context information
and supporting mobility. Nevertheless, the context infor-
mation transmission security is not ensured in this
architecture.

However, securing communications in IoT environ-
ments has been the object of several research studies. In
OSCAR [20], the authors proposed a mechanism for
encrypting CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol) [21]
data packets exchanged over an unsecure network. OSCAR
addresses the limitations of the Datagram Transport Layer
Security (DTLS) protocol by encrypting the application layer
payload. In [22], the authors based their work on OSCAR to
propose IoTChain. Unlike OSCAR, trust, in IoTChain, is
decentralized and managed by the blockchain. *is system
has the advantage of not having a centralized trust root. It
also overcomes the limitations of the DTLS protocol.
However, these solutions (OSCAR and IoTChain) involve
several systems, including key servers, resource servers
(using CoAP), and proxy servers for the blockchain. *is
makes these solutions cumbersome for information ex-
change security. As a result, they are not suitable for a
context-aware security and privacy system in IoT. In ad-
dition, MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport)
protocol is preferred to CoAP in collecting context
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Figure 1: Context-aware security implementation [4].
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information. *is is mainly due to the performance of
MQTT, which is 30% more efficient than CoAP for the
transmission of the same payloads [23].

Malina et al. [24] proposed a security architecture for the
MQTTprotocol.*e proposed solution provides three layers
of security for secure communications under MQTT. *ey
implemented and evaluated the solution. *e most robust
security layer requires a trusted third party. However, a
trusted third party adds an overlay that could make the
context-aware security and privacy architecture more
cumbersome.

2.2. TrustManagement. In a context-aware system, the trust
management of context sources and the reliability control of
context information are crucial. In this sense, Arfaoui et al.
[25] considered the problem of authorization management
in IoT. *ey proposed a context-aware access control
mechanism named Context-Aware Attribute-Based Access
Control (CAABAC). *e proposed mechanism uses context
information and users’ attributes to define access control
rules. However, in this work, the authors did not tackle
context information reliability and the context sources’ trust.
As a result, the mechanism can use false context information
to make bad access control decision.

Furthermore, several research studies have been per-
formed on trust management in smart city applications.
Chen et al. [26] proposed a trusted architecture for IoT,
including a cross-layer authorization protocol in a Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) network and a reputation
management layer. *e authors described two mechanisms,
respectively, called behavior-based reputation evaluation
scheme and organization reputation evaluation scheme, for
the evaluation of node and organization behavior. However,
these reputation management mechanisms are coupled with
permission management. *is implies additional overhead
for context-aware security and privacy.

Ensuring security and trust of computer networks and
IoT environments, in particular, using artificial intelligence
techniques is a promising research field. In this context,
several research studies had been done for the detection of
malicious behaviors of devices. *ese research studies fo-
cused on artificial intelligence techniques such as fuzzy logic,
machine and deep learning, and Bayesian networks. In this
sense, Swarna Priya et al. [27] proposed an efficient Deep
Neural Network-based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) for
medical IoT systems. *e proposed system detects and
classifies attacks efficiently. Rehman et al. [28] proposed
DIDDOS, a solution that aims at detecting and mitigating
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks in computer
networks. *e proposed solution uses Gate Recurrent Unit
(GRU). *e evaluation proved the solution efficiency in
DDoS attacks’ detection. For example, Shafiq et al. [29]
proposed a new Machine Learning- (ML-) based technique
for detecting malicious IoT botnet traffic in a smart city. *e
proposed technique and its efficiency have been evaluated
compared to other techniques in the literature.

In the same context, Rehman Javed et al. [30] proposed a
new approach for the detection of botnet attacks in

connected vehicle networks. *is approach uses machine
learning algorithms on network traffic. According to the
evaluation results, the proposed scheme has good efficiency
compared to other solutions in the same area. Nevertheless,
these proposals [27–32] are adapted to IoT environments
with high object density like in the smart city. Unfortunately,
these proposals aim at protecting IoT environments from
well-known and specific networks’ attacks. *e data used for
device reputation assessment are not available in a context-
aware security and privacy environment for the smart city.
*ere is no interaction between devices in such an envi-
ronment. Indeed, exchanges take place between the system
and the context sources. *erefore, additional data are re-
quired to enable dynamic reputation assessment in this
environment (user profile, experiences, period of operations,
etc.).

*e thorough verification of information reliability is
complementary to trust management. *e approaches de-
scribed in [3, 26, 33] do not consider this dimension in trust
management. It is very important to consider this aspect
because it provides additional leverage to assess the credi-
bility of the context sources themselves, which will allow the
system to detect malicious devices.

*e above-summarized research studies have proposed
solutions for context-aware security in a smart city. How-
ever, secure context-awareness management in a trusted
environment has not been considered in most of these re-
search studies. As denoted above, a context-aware security
system in a smart city could support the following re-
quirements. First, it must ensure the security of context
information exchange. To do so, a lightweight communi-
cation security scheme could be proposed. Second, the
system must be able to assess the reliability of context in-
formation and reject unreliable context information. Finally,
it must ensure trust management of context sources and
context information coming from untrusted sources. A
comparison of the studied work is presented in Table 1.

3. Context-Aware Security and Privacy as
a Service

Our proposal integrates completely with the Context-Aware
Security and Privacy as a Service (CASPaaS) architecture.
Context-Aware Security and Privacy as a Service (CASPaaS)
is a context-aware security and privacy architecture based on
the “as-a-service” approach and enabling dynamic, flexible,
and customized implementation of security and privacy
services [7]. *anks to the “as-a-service” approach, our
architecture [7] allows the automatic composition of con-
text-aware services. In addition, it enables the security and
privacy support of generic IoT smart city applications
through secure Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).
CASPaaS has been designed to facilitate the integration of
new network architectures and leverage their benefits in
implementing context-aware security and privacy.*anks to
some new architectures/technologies (NFV: Network
Function Virtualization, SDN: Software-Defined Network-
ing, SFC: Service Function Chaining, etc.), CASPaaS can be
considered as a service that can be placed at some strategic
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nodes of the network infrastructure (e.g., edge nodes with an
edge architecture). CASPaaS will thus be available at all
times as close as possible to the users, while supporting their
mobility.

CASPaaS is composed of two plans: the Knowledge Plan
(KP) and the Security and Privacy Plan (SPP) (Figure 2). KP
is responsible for the management of context awareness.
Based on the context delivered by the KP, SPP implements
the security and privacymechanisms. SPP also has the role of
ensuring the security of the architecture. To do so, it has
several modules, including the Device Trust Management
(DTM) module, which is responsible for the security
management, the reliability of context information, and the
trust of context sources. DTM transfers reliable context
information to the KP’s Context Acquisition (CA) module.
CA performs the first processing on the received context
information before storing it in the Context Information
Base (CIB). *e User Preferences Management (UPM)
manages the user profile and preferences. More details could
be found in [7].

4. Secure Context-Awareness Management in a
Trusted Environment

In this section, we present the threat model, before detailing
our proposal, and its two main mechanisms: the context
information security and the trust management.

4.1. 1reat Model. Implementing secure context-awareness
management in a trusted environment requires prior
analysis of various threats. *ese threats concern different
levels:

(1) Context information exchange: in IoTcontext-aware
security and privacy projects [2, 6, 14–16], context
information is exchanged through clear communi-
cation channels. As a result, context information is
vulnerable to eavesdropping attacks, which is easy to
achieve under these conditions. Attackers can also
intercept context information and exploit it: un-
derstanding the system, tracking the user without his

knowledge, etc. It is also possible for attackers to
replay captured context information or falsify it
during its transmission.

(2) Devices: the system must not process context in-
formation provided by a compromised device.
*reats to trust are numerous and include cloning,
theft, spoofing, facilitated by the use of vulnerable
firmware, and OTA (on the air) updates via unsecure
channels.

(3) Trust management system: there are also several
threats related to trust management systems, in-
cluding attacks such as ballot stuffing, bad-mouth-
ing, Sybil attacks, and selective behavior. Ballot
stuffing and bad-mouthing attacks aim at increasing
or decreasing the trust score of nodes. *e identity
change attack consists of changing the identity of a
node that has received a low confidence score after
malicious behavior so that its score can be reset.
*us, the trust management system has to be re-
sistant to these attacks.

4.2. General Framework. *e proposed solution protects the
CASPaaS architecture against identity spoofing, eaves-
dropping, data tampering, and replay attacks. It also pre-
serves privacy, thanks to the secure exchange of context
information. As we will see in Section 5.2, the solution is also
adapted to the smart city’s constrained devices. Indeed, it has
a low impact on energy consumption and offers better
performance compared to existing solutions. Figure 3 il-
lustrates the principle of secure exchange of context in-
formation where CASPaaS is placed in an edge
infrastructure.

4.2.1. Implementation of Secure Exchange of Context
Information. We propose to base communications on the
MQTTprotocol because it is well suited to meet the needs of
collecting context information. Indeed, this protocol is
lightweight and robust, supports QoS, and facilitates energy
savings [34]. *us, thanks to the pub/sub mechanism, IoT

Table 1: Comparison of significant context-aware security and privacy solutions in IoT.

Work
Context

information
security

Context information
reliability

Context sources’
trust mgmt.

Communication
protocol

Artificial intelligence
technique

Implemented
and evaluated

[6] No No No Not specified No Yes
[2] No No No Not specified No No
[17] No No No Not specified No Yes
[19] No No No Not specified No No
[18] Yes No No Not specified No No
[22] Yes No No CoAP No Yes
[24] Yes No No MQTT No Yes
[25] Yes No No Not specified No No
[26] No No Yes Not specified No Yes
[27] No No Yes Not specified Yes Yes
[28] No No Yes Not specified Yes Yes
Our
work Yes Yes Yes MQTT Yes Yes
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devices will send the context information to the broker. *is
context information acquisition process is shown in Fig-
ure 4. *e broker handles the distribution of messages from
the publishers to subscribers who have subscribed to a topic.
For example, for a smart home application, the topic for
information sent by a motion sensor might be home/room/
motion.

*e communication model is composed of three parts:
the context sources (publishers), the CASPaaS Device Trust
Management (DTM, subscriber), and the application bro-
ker. Context sources are constrained devices that collect,
encrypt, and send secure context information to the DTM.
*e DTM receives, decrypts, evaluates reputation, and
transfers reliable context information to the KP acquisition
module (see Section 3). Specifically, when the DTM receives
the information, its role is to verify this information before
transferring it to the KP’s context acquisition module. To do
so, it evaluates the reputation of the source and transfers it to
the KP acquisition module only if it is trusted. Assessments
of the reputation of context sources and the reliability of
context information are described in Section 4.3.

*e MQTT protocol offers several methods to secure
communications: SSL/TLS and payload encryption. *e
most widely implemented security mechanism for com-
munication security in the MQTTprotocol is SSL/TLS. *is
can be explained by the security and trust properties pro-
vided by SSL/TLS. In the IoT context, the management of
certificates and session keys in SSL/TLS increases the
computational complexity for the IoT devices. As a result, it
leads to significant power consumption and a significant
impact on their battery life. *at is why we propose, in this
work, to secure the application payload, which, as shown in
Section 5.2, has a lower impact on the resources’ con-
sumption (power, CPU, memory, etc.).*e payload includes
the context information (e.g., latitude and longitude) and its
subject (e.g., context).

*e scientific contributions of this work are the fol-
lowing. First, we propose a new approach to secure com-
munications based on MQTT. Indeed, this approach
consists in securing the payload of the MQTTmessage. *e
major advantage of this approach is its ability to secure
communications over unsecure networks. In addition, it is
less resource-intensive than implementing TLS (the most
used protocol for securing MQTT communications). Sec-
ond, we show that this approach has a low impact on the
transfer time of context information. It has a low impact on
the energy and computing performance of constrained
devices (cf. Section 5.2). *us, it is possible to implement a
secure exchange of context information without important
impact on the resources’ consumption for a context-aware
security and privacy system.

*e proposed system allows us to secure the exchange of
context information, which is essential to protect our
CASPaaS system against threats presented in Section 2. To
do this, we need mechanisms that are lighter in terms of
computing resources’ consumption: CPU, memory, and
thus energy. *is need is justified by the constraints char-
acterizing the context sources (IoT devices). Hence, the
proposed system ensures confidentiality, data integrity,

authentication, and no replay services. For confidentiality,
we propose to use the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)
for the encryption of context information. Indeed, AES is a
block cipher algorithm widely used to ensure communi-
cations’ confidentiality in IoT. *is is because most IoT
devices have AES-specific cryptographic acceleration
hardware. It also offers robust encryption with a reduced key
size [35, 36] compared to an asymmetric encryption algo-
rithm with the same robustness level. In addition, these
encryption operations require fewer resources than asym-
metric encryption. Furthermore, AES could be associated
with other mechanisms to ensure integrity and authenti-
cation. *us, we find many possibilities: Counter with CBC-
MAC (CCM), Galois/Counter Mode (GCM), Electronic
Codebook (ECB), etc. [37]. *e most adapted cryptographic
mechanisms for constrained devices are CCM and GCM
[38]. In addition, AES-CCM is widely used because it has
better security properties compared to AES-GCM [39, 40].
*us, we propose AES-CCM to provide the communications
of our CASPaaS with data integrity, authentication, and
confidentiality.

However, since AES is a symmetric encryption algo-
rithm using the same secret key for both data encryption
and decryption, both parties must have the same key. Key
exchange over unsecure networks faces several security
issues. Indeed, during the key exchange phase, it is possible
that an adversary intercepts the key. Furthermore, in most
systems, keys are stored on devices, and these devices can
be captured or cloned. *us, to protect our system against
these attacks, the keys used to encrypt context information
should not be stored on the IoT devices. *erefore,
implementing an algorithm allowing a secure exchange of
single-use keys is necessary.

To solve the problems related to key exchange, we
propose to use ECIES (Elliptic Curve Integrated En-
cryption Scheme) [41]. It is an authenticated public key
cryptography system that aims at generating a secret key
for onetime use by both parties of a communication. It
combines Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and Dif-
fie–Hellman primitive [42]. Using ECIES has several ad-
vantages in the secure management of context awareness
compared to other lighter elliptic curve cryptography al-
gorithms for IoT (e.g., Diffie–Hellman Elliptic Curve
Cryptography). First, the use of ECIES does not require the
use of a trusted third party. *en, the collection of context
information must be performed in almost real time. So,
ECIES has good performance and allows the use of one-
time encryption keys. *is enables avoiding the storage of
keys on devices and therefore eliminates the threat of key
reuse when a device is captured or cloned. *e generated
secret key is then used to encrypt data using AES-CCM
(Confidentiality-Integrity-Availability: CIA; Keyed-Hash
Message Authentication Code: HMAC). *is data en-
cryption ensures the confidentiality, integrity, and
authentication.

In the following, we describe the proposed solution,
which involves the following three steps: authentication,
initialization of encryption mechanisms, and secure data
exchange.

Security and Communication Networks 7



4.2.2. Authentication. *is phase consists in authenticating
different clients (i.e., the context sources) by the DTM. *e
MQTTprotocol provides three authentication modes: client
ID, username/password, and X.509 certificate. We propose
the generation and use of a unique identifier per device. *is
identifier is derived from the cryptographic hash of the
device’s public key and its EUI-64 identifier. Indeed, the
EUI-64 identifier based on the MAC address is unique and
specific to each communication interface per device. *e
public key is also unique and can be generated on demand.
*anks to the robust cryptographic hash SHA-256, the
generated unique identifier will be very difficult to reproduce
[43]. A new public key will be periodically generated and the
identifier recomputed. *is will prevent attacks that could
target the hash function and guess the public key/EUI-64
identifier association. *e proposed unique identifier is
defined as follows:

IDCSi � SHA − 256 PkCSi + EUI − 64CSi( , (1)

where SHA-256 is a cryptographic hash algorithm, IDCSi is
the context source unique identifier, PkCSi is the public key
of the context source, and EUI-64CSi is the EUI-64 identifier
of the context source.

*e identifiers of the authorized context sources are
previously registered with the DTM. If authentication is
successful, the parties can proceed to the initialization phase.
If authentication fails, the DTM notifies the trust man-
agement mechanism (see Section 4.2) and requests au-
thentication again. After three unsuccessful attempts,
authentication attempts are rejected for a period of 30
seconds (authentication rejection period). If another attempt
fails, an additional 60 seconds is added to the authentication
request rejection period, and so on. *e rejection period
spaces out authentication requests and reduces the risk of a
denial-of-service attack.

4.2.3. Initialization. In the proposed system, the initializa-
tion consists in setting up ECIES by both the context source
and the broker. *is is equivalent to generating the security

parameters of the ECIES algorithm. *ese parameters will
generate the public/private key pairs that will be used for the
key approval. In the following, the private and public keys of
the context source will be, respectively, denoted SkCSi and
PkCSi. Similarly, we will refer to the private and public keys
of the DTM by, respectively, SkD and PkD.

When the authentication succeeds, the context source
asks the DTM for the domain parameters to specify an
elliptic curve and a reference point: E(Fp), G, p, n, a, and b.
*ese parameters must comply with the recommendations
issued by NIST [44] and ANSSI [45]: ECC size of 256 bits,
prime number of 2048 bits, etc. To do so, the broker gen-
erates a SkD private key and chooses a reference point G on
the elliptic curve it has defined according to the security
level. *en, he determines his public key PkD:

PkD � SkD × G, SkD ∈ [1, p]. (2)

*eDTM sends PkD and the curve to the context source.
Similarly, the context source CSi generates SkCSi and PkCSi
and sends PkCSi to the DTM. SkCSi represents the context
source private key, and PkCSi is the context source public
key. PkCSi is defined in the following equation:

PkCSi � SkCSi × G, SkCSi ∈ [1, p], (3)

where G � (xG, yG) is the base point on the finite field,
generally noted Fp [46]. *is secure public key exchange
based on Diffie–Hellman key exchange is secure and takes
place for the first time, i.e., when establishing the “secure
channel” for context information exchange. It also takes
place whenever it is necessary to reset the ephemeral keys of
a device.

4.2.4. Secure Data Exchange. After the initialization phase,
the secure sending of the collected context information takes
place. To do so, the context source CSi will need to create the
shared secret key, noted Ssk, which will be used to encrypt
the payload. First, this CSi creates a shared random secret
value R, resulting from scalar multiplication taking as inputs
the private key of CSi and the public key of the broker PkD.

R � SkCSi × PkD. (4)

*en, the context source CSi provides the shared random
secret value R as an input parameter of the key derivation
function (KDF). *e KDF determines the shared secret key
Ssk and the message authentication code computation key
KMAC. We propose to use a key derivation function based on
HMAC-SHA-256. Indeed, the use of SHA-256 reduces the
risk of success of brute-force attacks on the generated keys.
*is function outputs the concatenation of Ssk, the shared
secret key, and KMAC, the message authentication code
computation key, each having a size of 128 bits. To do this,
CSi will use HMAC-SHA256, which is very secure and very
difficult to “break.” [47]

We propose to timestamp the payload to mitigate replay
attacks. In this sense, we assume that each CSi has a real-time
clock that allows it to uniquely timestamp payloads. We also
assume that, at each startup, the sources of context (CSi)
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Figure 4: Context information acquisition with MQTT.
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synchronize their clocks with internet time. *e antireplay
mechanism consists in using the timestamps as unique,
nonreproducible numbers generated during communica-
tions. *e verification follows the following principle. CSi
authentication marks the beginning of context information
exchange. *e DTM uses the timestamp of the CSi au-
thentication as a time reference and starts a 300-second
sliding time window for CSiwith a 30-second timeout. DTM
uses this timeout (which can be set according to the re-
quirements of the application to secure) to maintain the
sliding time window or to stop it if CSi does not perform any
activity during this time. In the latter case, CSi will need to
authenticate itself to perform a new operation.

*e 300-second sliding time window could be explained
by the context update frequency, one of the major features of
context-aware security and privacy. Indeed, the user’s
context can change frequently, requiring a high refresh rate.
With such a high refresh rate, continuous authentication can
reduce the energy autonomy of devices. *is sliding window
can reduce the power consumption associated with frequent
authentication of the context source. *us, at each CSi
publish operation, DTM validates the timestamp of the
payload if it meets the following conditions:

(1) *e timestamp of the payload is in the time window.
If it is not the case, the payload is rejected.

(2) If this is the first publish operation after authenti-
cation, the timestamp must not be greater than the
authentication timestamp by more than half a sec-
ond. Otherwise, the payload will be rejected because
it will be considered too old. *e delay of half a
second, i.e., 500 milliseconds, is justified by the

tolerance to latencies that can be caused by the
disruptions of the used access networks.

When the DTM validates a payload, it updates the CSi
time window using the last validated timestamp as the lower
bound and extends the upper bound to 300 seconds. When
CSi does not perform any operation, after the timer expi-
ration, it must authenticate, and a new time windowmust be
set up. *us, the DTM maintains a sliding time window of
timestamps already validated by CSi and rejects all payloads
that have a timestamp already validated and or outside the
window.

*e context source CSi uses the shared secret key Ssk to
encrypt the timestamped payload using 128-bit AES-CCM.
*e result of this operation is an encryptedmessage, denoted
MENC. From this MENC and the KMAC key, CSi uses the
HMAC-SHA256 function to compute a MAC tag. Finally,
this CSi sends the couple (MENC, tag) to the broker. Figure 5
illustrates the structure of the MQTTdata packet formed by
CSi.

When the DTM receives the encrypted payload, it ex-
tracts the pair and does the reverse process using the CSi’s
public key. To do so, it recomputes the shared secret key
using the key derivation function and the parameters pre-
viously established with the context source. *us, it com-
putes a tag’ and compares it to the tag sent by CSi. If tag’ and
tag are different, it aborts the process. If tag’ and tag are
equal, it proceeds to MENC decryption. It checks the time-
stamp of the payload to verify its validity. If the timestamp
verification fails, it rejects the packet. *e PUBLISH oper-
ation is defined by the following equation:

PUBLISH ECIES Key Exchange Gi( ,Encrypt AES − CCM CI, Ssk,Tp, ts, IDCSi( ( , (5)

where CI is the context information, Ssk is the shared secret
key, Tp is the topic, and ts is the timestamp.

Once the message is validated, DTM checks the trust
index (TI) of the context source using the trust management
mechanism. If the source is trustworthy, it then verifies the
reliability of the context information using the context in-
formation reliability management mechanism. Depending
on the result, the received context information is transferred
to the context acquisition module or rejected (see Section
4.3). A summary of the operation of secure transmission of
context information by a context source is presented in
Figure 6.

4.3. Context Sources’ Trust Management. In this section, we
present the context sources’ trust management mechanism.
*is mechanism uses context information reliability and
context source behaviors to assess the reputation of context
sources. By assessing the reliability of context information
and the behavior of context sources, the system can detect
false context information.

4.3.1. Overview. Context source trust management allows to
manage trust relationships with context sources. It defines
how to establish, maintain, or revoke a trust relationship
with a device. *e goal is to allow the context-awareness
management system to handle only reliable context infor-
mation provided by trusted context sources. *is protects
the CASPaaS architecture against erroneous or inappro-
priate adaptation decisions.

*ere are several models for managing trust relation-
ships in IoT. Among these models, we can cite negotiation,
reputation evaluation, and predefined policy decisions [48].
*e choice of a model is based, on the one hand, on the
interaction model of different nodes and, on the other hand,
on the data coming from these interactions. According to
these elements, the reputation model approach is well suited
for a context-aware security and privacy environment in the
IoT. Indeed, in this environment, we can have the data
(reliability of context information and device behavior in our
case) to evaluate experiences of context sources. Reputation
can be considered trusting or not based on experiences
and/or observations, whether good or bad. *us, our trust
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management system will be based on the reputation eval-
uation model.

*is reputation evaluation is based on the dynamic
assessment of context information reliability and context
source behavior. To do so, the context information reliability
is evaluated using a Bayesian network. *e context sources’
behavior is evaluated according to the feedback from the
MQTT broker (connection attempts, multiple authentica-
tion attempts, etc.) and the DTM (e.g., unauthenticated
message). Figure 7 illustrates the proposed reputation as-
sessment process.

4.3.2. Reputation Evaluation. *emechanism for evaluating
the reputation of context sources is based on the devices’
behaviors and the reliability of context information they
provide (Figure 7).

Specifically, there are three steps in the reputation
evaluation of a context source. *e following sections de-
scribe these steps.

(1) Evaluating the Reliability of Context Information. As
introduced in Section 4.3.1, the proposed reputation

management system is based in part on the evaluation of
context information reliability for assessing the reputation of
a context source. Evaluating the reliability of context in-
formation in a context-aware security and privacy envi-
ronment in the smart city involves establishing the
consistency of this context information with the user’s actual
context. It allows confirming or invalidating context in-
formation depending on the quality of sensors, the presence
of other sensors, and information about the user (e.g., habits
and agenda content).

*ere are several verification methods, including the
comparison of context information from the considered
source with other context information from other context
sources and with user profile information. Artificial intel-
ligence is well suited for assessing the credibility of context
information and detecting suspicious activities [49, 50].
Several artificial intelligence techniques could be used for
verification and validation: linear regression, support vector
machine, decision tree, neural networks, etc. [51].*e choice
of a technique depends on the type of learning (supervised
and unsupervised), the amount of input data needed, and the
accuracy of these data. *e information available in our
environment (smart city) is not important, and it is often

CS DTM

Authentication CS using IDCS

Authentication successful

Public key and EC parameters request

Pk brand curve name

PkCS, tag, encrypted context information

Initialization Initialization

Figure 6: Sequence of secure context information exchange.
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uncertain. For example, by providing context information
(geographical position, date, and time), we should be able to
know if this geographical position is consistent. In this case,
there are few input data available, and these data can be
uncertain in some cases. *us, a Bayesian network is well
adapted to our environment. Indeed, the advantage of
Bayesian networks is that they make it possible to solve
problems with a limited amount of uncertain data [52].

Using a Bayesian network, a Bayesian network is a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) in which the nodes represent the
random variables and the arcs represent the correlation
probabilities between these variables [53]. It models un-
certainties and calculates these uncertainties using the
concept of probabilities. *e network obtained after mod-
eling a decision-making problem by a Bayesian network
represents a joint probability distribution.

In addition, the vast majority of IoT applications in the
smart city are based on the user’s profile in order to offer
intelligent and personalized services. *anks to the user
profile information available in these applications, it will be
easy to correlate context information with this profile to
determine its reliability. Indeed, as denoted by Schiaffino,
context is an element of the user profile [53]. In fact, the
context information of the user’s profile is built up from past
observations of the user’s contexts [50]. A context is
characterized by context information allowing to determine
a location (home, work, shopping mall, sports halls, etc.) and
an activity performed by the user (rest, walking, sleep, sports,
driving, etc.) at a specific time (time, day, date, etc.). *us,
the presence of the user in a place can be determined by his
profile. In other words, this presence can be determined by

the joint conditional probabilities of the geolocation, the
time (hour and day of the week), and the used network. *e
presence can be reinforced by the user’s agenda.

Our approach therefore consists in using a Bayesian
network (Step 2) to combine the context information re-
ceived with the user’s other profile information (e.g., the
network, the activity, and the agenda) in order to determine
the probability of reliability of this context information. *e
usefulness of the interdependence of the user’s profile and
his context is that it allows the validation of the context
information transmitted by the current context sources from
those stored in the user’s profile. *erefore, with a well-
informed user profile (e.g., habits, frequented places, time
and day of frequentation, activities carried out, and access
networks), the interdependence between the user profile and
the contexts makes it possible to reinforce the credibility of
the context information transmitted by the context sources.
Figure 8 represents the knowledge network of the evaluation
process we have defined. From this information, inferred
random variables and determined conditional probabilities
allow us to build a Bayesian network which is able to de-
termine the probability that context information transmitted
at a given time (e.g., GPS position) is reliable or not. Initially,
the context information is considered reliable (Step 3) if the
probability determined by the Bayesian network is greater
than or equal to a certain threshold, the value of which will
be set at 80% following the results of experiments detailed in
Section 5.3. Otherwise, it is not reliable. *is threshold is
defined in order to minimize the number of false positives
resulting from this evaluation. *e Bayesian network will
learn from the user profile evolution and contexts
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determined by the KP.*e User Preferences Module (UPM)
of the CASPaaS architecture handles the user profile.

*e joint probability distribution of all variables is
presented in the following equation:

P(rci, cal, loc, act, cinf , d, t) � P(rci|cal, loc, act) × P(cal) × P(loc|cinf , d, t) × P(act) × P(cinf) × P(d) × P(t), (6)

with cal: agenda, loc: location, act: user’s activity, d and t:
date and time of context information observation cinf, and
rci: probability of context information reliability.

Evaluating the conditional probabilities of each random
variable yields

P(rci, cal, loc, act, cinf , d, t) �
P(rci, cal, loc, act)

P(cal, loc, act)
× P(cal) ×

P(loc, cinf , d, t)

P(cinf , d, t)
× P(act) × P(cinf) × P(d) × P(t). (7)

If the probability of context information reliability rci is
under the reliability threshold, then the context information
is rejected (Step 1-bis). *is may result from false context
information, possibly forged.

For example, it is likely that Bob is in the office on
*ursday between 8 am and 5 pm, so the joint probability of
the user’s presence at the office, knowing the time (day of the
week and hour), the GPS position, and the WiFi network on
which his phone is connected, can be close to 100%. *e
accelerometer and the pedometer rarely change much
during this time frame because Bob, being seated at his desk
most of the time, makes few movements. In addition, Bob
has scheduled a work meeting on his agenda. *ese data
support the probability that Bob is actually at the office (day,
hour). However, Bob had his connected watch stolen two
days ago. *e context-aware security and privacy system
receives the GPS location from Bob’s connected watch. *is
position indicates a location away from Bob’s home and
office.When this GPS position, day of the week, and time are
passed to the Bayesian network, the probability of reliability

of this information can be between 3 and 10%. *us, with a
well-constructed and well-trained Bayesian network, it be-
comes easy to detect false context information. *erefore,
our solution can detect context information forged or
coming from cloned or stolen devices.

(2) Context Sources’ Behavior. *e MQTT protocol has
several connection control packets: CONNECT, CON-
NACK, PUBACK, etc.*rough these packets, we propose to
evaluate (Step 4) the exchanges in order to detect suspicious
behaviors of different context sources (multiple connection
attempts, multiple authentication attempts, abnormally
large message, unknown topic, etc.). *e proposed mech-
anism uses fuzzy logic to detect the behaviors of the context
sources at the broker level, according to the device activities.

Using fuzzy logic: fuzzy logic is an artificial intelligence
technique allowing to produce interesting reasoning from
uncertain data [54]. It is flexible, requires few data, and
tolerates their imprecision. Indeed, computations are based
on IF-THEN rules.
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In a specific way, the proposed mechanism produces
statistics that provide indicators on the behavior of a source.
*ese indicators include, for instance, the rates of con-
nection requests, authentication failures, and messages with
abnormal size. *us, we argue these indicators can help to
detect the behavior of a context source. Indeed, a high rate of
aborted connection attempt can indicate that a source is
compromised and is conducting a denial-of-service attack
against the broker. A high authentication failure rate may
indicate that a malicious source is trying to authenticate
without success. An unusually large message size may in-
dicate that a source is trying to degrade the broker’s per-
formance. Similar work has been proposed in [55]. However,
the indicators and processes used in that work differ from
ours. Indeed, the authors used connection request and
connection acknowledgment rates for a denial-of-service
attack detection system. On the contrary, our indicators
allow us to quickly determine the behavior of a context
source.

*erefore, these proposed indicators will be fuzzified and
provided as the input to our fuzzy inference system. Each
fuzzy variable (indicator) includes the fuzzy sets: low and
high.*e low set contains the values indicating a low ratio of
the considered indicator (connection request rate, authen-
tication failure rate, and abnormal message rate). *e high
set contains values indicating a high ratio of a given indi-
cator. For example, the authentication failure rate can be
considered low when it is below 10% and high when it is
above 10%. *e connection request rate is different and can
be considered high when it is above 40% and low when it is
below 40% [34].

In fuzzy logic, the limit values for belonging to a fuzzy set
are not precisely defined [54]. *ey depend on the fixed

objectives. *us, we can have different values for low or high
levels. We estimate the possibilities in trust for different
indicators. A node that sporadically or randomly scans the
broker will have a higher connection request failure rate
compared to a node that performs legitimate operations.
Similarly, a node that aims at taking the broker out of service
will have a higher connection request failure rate. *us, the
connection request failure rate is 100% low when the ratio is
between 0 and 30%. From 25 to 100%, the probability of the
high rate increases, while the probability of low rate
decreases.

We argue that the authentication failure rate of a context
source is low when it is less than 20%. Indeed, one or two
failures for every ten authentications is not indicative of a
malicious behavior. On the contrary, a failure rate higher
than 30%may indicate that the context source is performing
a brute-force attack or a man-in-the-middle attack (MITM).
*e rate of abnormally large messages is the same as the
authentication failure rate. In the following, we provide the
formulas enabling the evaluation of different rates and their
membership functions.

ConnRateSi indicates the rate of connection requests for
a CSi context source:

ConnRateSi �
ConnectPacketSi

TotalConnectPackets
, (8)

with ConnectPacketSi, the number of CONNECT packets
sent by the CSi source, and TotalConnectPackets, the total
number of CONNECT MQTT packets observed over a
period. *e membership features of ConnRateSi are

μlow ConnRateSi(  �

0, ConnRateSi ≤ 0,

ConnRateSi

15%
, 0< ConnRateSi ≤ 15%,

30% − ConnRateSi

30% − 15%
, 15%<ConnRateSi < 30%,

0, ConnRateSi ≥ 30%,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

μhigh ConnRateSi(  �

0, ConnRateSi ≤ 25%,

ConnRateSi − 25%
50% − 25%

, 25%<ConnRateSi ≤ 50%,

100% − ConnRateSi

100% − 50%
, 50%<ConnRateSi < 100%,

0, ConnRateSi ≥ 100%.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)
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μlow(ConnRateSi) and μhigh(ConnRateSi) are, respec-
tively, the membership function of low and high connection
rate of a context source.

*e variable FARateSi (equation (11)) represents the rate
of failed authentications of a CSi context source:

FARateSi �
NFailedAuthSi

NAuth
. (11)

NFailedAuthSi is the number of authentications of the
context source, and NAuth is the total number of authen-
tications, i.e, from all context sources observed over a period.

μlow FARateSi(  �

0, FARateSi ≤ 0,

FARateSi

10%
, 0< FARateSi ≤ 10%,

20% − FARateSi

20% − 10%
, 10%< FARateSi < 20%,

0, FARateSi ≥ 20%,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

μlow FARateSi(  �

0, FARateSi ≤ 18%,

FARateSi − 18%
40% − 18%

, 18%< FARateSi ≤ 40%,

100% − FARateSi

100% − 40%
, 40%< FARateSi < 100%,

0, FARateSi ≥ 100%.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(13)

μlow(FARateSi) and μlow(FARateSi) are, respectively, the
membership function of low and high failed authenticate
rate of a context source.

Finally, AMSRSi (equation (14)) indicates the rate of
abnormally large messages sent by a CSi context source:

AMSRSi �
AMSSi

NMS
, (14)

with AMSRSi, the number of abnormal-size messages sent
by CSi, and NMS context source, the total number of
normal-size messages observed over a period.

μlow AMSRSi(  �

0, AMSRSi ≤ 0,

AMSRSi

10%
, 0< AMSRSi ≤ 10%,

20% − AMSRSi

20% − 10%
, 10%<AMSRSi < 20%,

0, AMSRSi ≥ 20%,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

μlow AMSRSi(  �

0, AMSRSi ≤ 18%,

AMSRSi − 18%
40% − 18%

, 18%<AMSRSi ≤ 40%,

100% − AMSRSi

100% − 40%
, 40%< AMSRSi < 100%,

0, AMSRSi ≥ 100%.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)
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μlow(AMSRSi) and μlow(AMSRSi) are, respectively, the
membership function of low and high abnormal message
size rate sent by a context source.

*e thresholds of the membership functions defined in
equations (9), (10), (12), (13), (15), and (16) are explained in
Section 4.3.2. (2).

*e membership functions of indicators are, respec-
tively, presented in Figures 9(a)–9(c).

For each rule in the rule base, an appropriate implication
has to be applied. Each implication is composed of an an-
tecedent and a consequence. *e result of the implication
rule is then aggregated and defuzzified to obtain the result.
*is result will be used by the context source reputation
evaluation mechanism to determine the trust index of the
context source. *is mechanism is described in Section
4.3.2.3. *e input fuzzy variables are ConnRateSi, FARateSi,
and AMSRSi. *e fuzzy inference system based on the
Mamdani model uses fuzzy rules to determine the behavior
of each context source. Table 2 shows the rules for device
behavior. *e output of the inference system is also a fuzzy
variable. It is defuzzified in order to get the nonfuzzy values
(crisp values) representing the resulting decision of the
process. As a final evaluation of the device behavior, we have
the following values: good, doubtful, and malicious.

(3) Context Sources’ Reputation Management. When the
system is initialized, the context sources have the maximum
trust index (TI) (Step 1). *is index is evaluated each time
the context information is provided. When the DTM re-
ceives and decrypts the context information, it starts the
context source reputation evaluation cycle (Figure 7). To do
so, the reliability of the information received and the be-
havior of the context source are successively evaluated. If the
context information is not reliable, then it is rejected (Step 1-
bis), and the reputation evaluation process continues to
determine the trust index (TI). In Step 2, the system eval-
uates the reliability of the context information (see Section
4.3.2.1). In the next step, it determines the device behavior
(see Section 4.3.2.2). Once the behavior of the device has
been determined and the reliability of the context infor-
mation has been evaluated, its trust index is computed by the
reputation management mechanism (Steps 5 and 6).

*e trust index provides a direct indication of whether or
not a context source is trustworthy, on a scale of 0 to 1.
Table 3 summarizes the TI values’ range. At each reputation
evaluation (Step 7), the value of the trust index is increased,
decreased, or remains unchanged. When the value of the
trust index reaches the “not sure” level, the system sends a
notification to the user and puts temporarily the device in
the recovery mode (Step 8). In this temporary mode, the
context information is evaluated but is not delivered to the
KP. *is mode resets the trust level of a device with the
support of user’s feedback. *e recovery mode can be used
when a device has been recovered after theft or when a
device has sensors that need to be recalibrated. However,
when a device is put into the recovery mode more than two
times, it may be a sign that it is compromised. In this case,
the system notifies the user that the device is no longer safe
and should be removed from context sources. At this point,

the user can, if possible, perform a hardware reset of that
device and add it back to the system.

*e proposed mechanism computes the trust index
using fuzzy logic. *e evaluation of the trust index involves
uncertainty because it is based in part on an uncertain and
fuzzy element that is the behavior of the device. *us, fuzzy
logic is well adapted to this case because it allows to deal with
uncertainties that cannot be strictly treated with the likeli-
hood of probability. As a result, the input fuzzy variables are
context information reliability and context source behavior.
*e reliability of context information has the following fuzzy
sets: not reliable, doubtful, and reliable. *ese elements are
the outcomes of the context information reliability evalu-
ation mechanism. *e behaviour of the context source has
the following fuzzy sets: the output of the context source
behavior evaluation mechanism (good, doubtful, and
malicious). *e membership functions characterizing the
reliability of context information and the behavior of the
context source are shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b).

Although the reliability of context information and the
behavior of context source devices are two different infor-
mation, we combine them to get the trust index.*is is done
through the use of a rule base following a Mamdani fuzzy
inference system. Table 4 represents the rules used by the
fuzzy inference system that we defined. *e result represents
the trust index and therefore the trust level of the context
source: sure, doubtful, faulty, and not sure (compromised).
As with the behavior evaluation mechanism, the rule base is
expressed as “if-then, if not.” For example, if “the context
information is reliable” and “the behavior is good,” then “the
trust level is sure.” On the contrary, if “the context infor-
mation is doubtful” and “the behavior is good,” then “the
trust level is faulty.” In all cases, the reputation of the context
source is evaluated to within one previous action. *is will
allow the context-aware security and privacy system to
discard compromised context sources.

Since the defined system is centralized and sources do
not evaluate each other, this system is resistant to ballot
stuffing and bad-mouthing attacks. In addition, the iden-
tities of the context sources cannot be spoofed (see Section
4.2.1). *us, the proposed system is resistant to identity
change attacks.

5. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we analyze the performance of our proposal:
SETUCOM. First, we describe the implementation and
experimentation conditions. Second, we compare the key
performances of SETUCOM and SSL/TLS. After that, we
analyze the performance of the proposed reputation man-
agement system. Finally, we evaluate the malicious detection
rate.

5.1. Experiment Setup. In our simulation, we considered a
user of a smart home application with three IoT devices as
context sources: a connected smart watch, a connected
pedometer (step counter), and a smartphone. *ese devices
are based on Raspberry Pi Zero W having a Broadcom
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BCM2835 chip based on the 700MHz ARM1176 processor
and a 256MB memory. *ey are configured with the
Raspbian Buster system and have Wi-Fi connectivity. *e
DTM is hosted as a service on a Dell computer configured
with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS (64-bit), Intel Core i7 vPro 5th
generation Dual Core 2.60GHz, and 12GB memory.
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Figure 9: Behavior indicators’ membership functions: (a) connection attempt rate, (b) failed authentication rate, and (c) abnormal
message rate.

Table 2: Context source behavior rules’ table.

Index Failed connection ratio Failed authentication ratio Abnormal message ratio Device behavior
1 Low Low Low Good
2 Low High Low Malicious
3 Low Low High Doubtful
4 Low High High Malicious
5 High Low Low Doubtful
6 High High Low Malicious
7 High Low High Malicious
8 High High High Malicious

Table 3: Trust index values’ range.

Trust level Trust index
Sure TI ≥ 0.8
Faulty 0.6 ≤TI < 0.8
Doubtful 0.4 ≤TI≤ 0.6
Not sure TI < 0.4
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*e MQTT client used at the context-source level is
based on the Paho MQTT Embedded C-library, a light-
weight open-source library widely used in IoT research and
industry [56]. We have written the MQTT client in C++.
*us, we have used the CryptoPP library [57] to write the
cryptographic algorithm to ensure the secure exchange of
context information.*eMQTT broker used is version 3.1.1
of Mosquitto, an open-source broker, also widely used [58]
and written in C++/Python.We used the pyAgrum library to
develop the Bayesian network for the detection of the re-
liability of context information [59]. It is a powerful library
written in C++ and adapted in Python. We also use the
Python language to write fuzzy logic algorithms through the
skfuzzy library [60]. skfuzzy is a powerful open-source li-
brary written in Python and allowing to create complex
fuzzy logic algorithms.

5.2. Comparison of theOverload of SSL/TLS andOur Solution.
SSL/TLS is the most used protocol for securing IoT com-
munications based on the MQTT protocol. However, the
overload induced by this protocol is not acceptable for most
IoTdevices, not only due to the processing time but also due
to the energy consumption. We demonstrate the feasibility

of our solution and point out its advantages in terms of
execution time and memory usage in constrained devices.
*us, we compare our proposal with a context-aware system
that does not implement secure exchanges of context in-
formation and a system using TLS for securing these ex-
changes. For this, we use the Paho MQTT C client for the
IoT with TLS mutual authentication and a 2048-bit
certificate.

*e overload required for each payload, therefore for
each packet sent with the proposed system, is 40 bytes
compared to the same packet sent without security and
having an average size of about 100 bytes. *is is explained
by the addition of the authentication data through AES-
CCM encryption with a fixed size of 8 bytes and the tag
(HMAC) authenticating the message also having a fixed size
of 32 bytes.*e large part of the overload size is proportional
to the size of the public key. *e overload will have ap-
proximately the same size, regardless of the size of the
context information to be sent. It is acceptable and requires
only 40 bytes of additional data.

Figure 11 illustrates the processing time for messages
sent with the proposed system, compared to a system
without security and a secure system with SSL/TLS. *e
overload of the proposed system is acceptable compared to
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Figure 10: Reliability and behavioral membership functions.

Table 4: Inference rules for trust level evaluation.

Index Context information reliability Context sources’ behaviors Trust level
1 Reliable Good Sure
2 Reliable Doubtful Faulty
3 Reliable Malicious Doubtful
4 Doubtful Good Faulty
5 Doubtful Doubtful Doubtful
6 Doubtful Malicious Not sure
7 Not reliable Good Faulty
8 Not reliable Doubtful Not sure
9 Not reliable Malicious Not sure
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that induced by SSL/TLS security. *e use of the SSL/TLS
protocol requires session establishment (i.e., the imple-
mentation of the TLS Handshake at each publish operation).
*is includes the ClientHello and ServerHello messages of
an average of 250 bytes, the exchange and verification of
certificates, an average of 3000 bytes, and key exchange.
*us, these initial exchanges generate an important overload
that our solution allows to reduce (we have the unique
sending of the public key during the first exchange).

Furthermore, the Handshake of the TLS protocol is
resource intensive and therefore energy consuming, unlike
the system we propose. *us, sending context information
with SSL/TLS requires an average of 1230ms. Compared to
SSL/TLS, the system that we propose allows a gain of about
900ms. Compared to a system without security, the pro-
posed system has an additional execution time of about
160ms. Compared to SSL/TLS, this delay is acceptable
because it has a small impact on the overall time of context-
awareness management, including the time of collection and
transmission and the processing time of the context in-
formation. A context-aware security system must process
context information very quickly.

Concerning the used memory, our system uses at most
about 4000 kbytes. It is the same for a context information
collection program that does not implement the security of
these exchanges. In contrast, the Paho MQTT C client using
SSL/TLS consumes nearly 10% more memory than our
solution. Figure 12 illustrates the obtained results. *e ad-
ditional memory consumption of the PahoMQTTC client is
due to the excessive consumption of resources required to
initialize TLS-based exchanges. Indeed, TLS significantly
affects performances, especially processor usage during the
exchange phase. In addition, it has a considerable impact on
the energy consumption of devices. *us, the system pro-
posed in this paper is really efficient (processor, memory,
and energy). Figure 13 illustrates the respective average
energy consumption of the three systems during their re-
spective average execution times of 186ms, 300ms, and
1210ms.

5.3. Context Sources’ TrustManagement. *e first step of the
proposed trust management system is the evaluation of
context information reliability. *is mechanism, based on a
Bayesian network (Figure 8), needs only some information
for a good reliability evaluation. In our simulation, we
considered the geographical position and the motion speed
as primary context information provided by the user’s de-
vices. In some cases, information from the profile such as the
user’s calendar and/or routine activities can be used to
increase the accuracy of the evaluation. To conduct this
experiment, the network was trained with more than 1400
joint probability conditions built from Bob’s simplified
habits.

For example, we reconsider the Bob case (Section
4.3.2.1). It is *ursday at 10:00 am., and according to his
profile, Bob is supposed to be at work (office). When Bob is
in his office, he makes almost no movement because he
remains seated most of the time. Bob’s smart watch, which is
the source of context, sends the geographical position and
the speed of his movement. After extraction of the geo-
graphical area by the geofencing technique, the determined
area is the workplace. *e speed of movement denoted m
and the geographical zone denoted p are transmitted to the
system. *e data of the calendar denoted c and the usual
activity denoted a are not known in this example. *erefore,
they have default values, respectively, nothing and unknown.
Figure 14 illustrates the result of the evaluation of reliability
of the provided context information. *e inference was
performed in less than one millisecond, which proves how
quickly the reliability evaluation of our Bayesian network
was performed.*e result of the evaluation indicates that the
provided context information is more than 83% reliable.

*e context information reliability evaluation precedes
the evaluation of the context source device behavior. As
explained previously (Section 4.2.2.2), the proposed system
determines the behavior of a context source by computing
behavioral indicators, i.e., failed connection rate (Con-
nRateSi), failed authentication rate (FARateSi), and abnor-
mal message size rate (AMSRSi) sent by the device.
ConnRateSi, FARateSi, and AMSRSi are explained in Section
4.3.2.2. Figure 15(a) illustrates a practical case of evaluating
the behavior of a context-source device. In this experiment,
the following rates of device behavior were collected:
ConnRateSi: 0, FARateSi: 0, and AMSRSi: 0. *e ConnRateSi
variable is computed as follows: the CSi failed connection
attempts (equal to 0) divided by the total connect packets
(equal to 20). *e FARateSi variable is equal to the failed
authentication attempts of CSi (equal to 0) divided by the
overall authentication attempts. Finally, the AMSRSi vari-
able is obtained by dividing the number of messages with
abnormal size (equal to 0) by the total number of messages
(equal to 50). *e computation of these variable values is
detailed in Section 4.2.2.2. *is demonstrates that this
context source did not have any connection or authenti-
cation failures and did not send any abnormal messages.*e
result of the evaluation shows that the device behaves well.

Figure 15(b) illustrates the case of a malicious context
source. *e algorithm is provided with the following values:
ConnRateSi: 0.5, FARateSi: 0.4, and AMSRSi: 0.9. *ese
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values reflect the malicious activities of this context source.
Indeed, these activities can be explained by the following
parameters. *e failed connection attempts of CSi are 50
over a total of 100 connection attempts. *e failed au-
thentication attempts are 20, and the number of total au-
thentications is 50. *e messages with abnormal size
detected are 27 over a total of 30 messages.*us, the result of
the behavior evaluation indicates that the context source has
a malicious behavior.

*e reputation evaluation system uses the outputs from
the previous mechanisms to estimate the reputation of the
device. *is is the last step of the proposed trust manage-
ment system. Figure 16 shows the obtained results for a
doubtful node (Figure 16(b)) and a sure one (Figure 16(a)).

*e value of reliability of context information provided
by a context source with a good reputation is 90%, and its
behavior is evaluated as “good.” *e context source with a
doubtful reputation has a good level of reliability of the
context information, evaluated at 80%. Its behavior is rated
as “malicious” because it has a high connection failure rate.
*us, our system has a high detection accuracy (equation
(17)). It has a false positive rate of less than 4% and an

average detection speed of approximately 2 milliseconds. It
should also be noted that the detection time is not pro-
portional to the number of context sources. *e mechanism
has the same detection time with one context source and ten
context sources. Indeed, our system performs parallel
processing of reputation evaluation. *us, the proposed
mechanism is scalable. Table 5 summarizes the properties of
the proposed mechanism on 100 samples [61].

Accuracy �
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
. (17)

*e false negative ratio represents the percentage of
unreliable context information detected as reliable. *is
ratio reduces with enrichment of the user’s profile, in-
creasing by the same accuracy of the mechanism. Consid-
ering the speed and the efficiency of the detection ensured by
our proposed mechanism, we can conclude that our
mechanism has a low impact on secure context-awareness
management in the aforementioned IoT applications.

5.4. Security and Trust Analysis. *e implementation of
context-aware security and privacy in the smart city raises
several security threats (see Section 2). In this section, we
discuss the security, privacy, and trust properties of our
proposal.

5.4.1. Security and Privacy. *e proposed secure exchange
system for context information offers five security services
while preserving the user’s privacy. First, it limits the DTM
access to only authorized devices with mandatory authen-
tication of the latter before any context information is
transmitted. Second, with the use of the AES CCM mode,
our system ensures the authentication of the data origin by
allowing the source to generate an encrypted authentication
tag (Section 4.2.4). Only the DTM is able to decrypt with its
private key. *ird, this mechanism also ensures the integrity
of the data exchanged and therefore helps to mitigate attacks
on data modification.

Fourth, encrypting context information with AES and
using an ephemeral shared secret key guarantee its confi-
dentiality. *anks to the key exchange integrated into
ECIES, only the DTM can decrypt the context information
encrypted with its public key and sent by authorized context
sources. *us, the context information is protected against
eavesdropping. *e proposed identification makes it pos-
sible to avoid, in particular, identity spoofing attacks. Fifth,
the proposed system guarantees protection against replay
attacks by preventing context information that has previ-
ously been received from being reprocessed again, even if it
comes from trusted context sources.*is property is ensured
by the built-in antireplay mechanism (see Section 4.2.4). In
addition, the association with the reputation management
mechanism ensures protection against denial-of-service
(DoS) attacks. Indeed, when a device has a suspicious be-
havior that may be close to a DoS attack, it is quickly de-
tected, and its communications will be rejected. *us, the
proposed system ensures availability.
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*e user’s privacy must be preserved in a context-aware
security and privacy system because context information
largely includes sensitive information about the user (geo-
graphical location, current activity, etc.). *e proposed
system allows the anonymization of context information by
ensuring that it is sent without identifying users. By
guaranteeing the confidentiality of this information and
ensuring that only the DTM can access this information, the
proposed system preserves the user’s privacy. Another as-
pect of privacy preservation is the protection of data at the
storage level. *e proposed system only temporarily stores
the data in the encrypted form. It limits the risk of disclosure

of the data in case of an attack and thus preserves the user’s
privacy.

Finally, physical security must be considered. Our sys-
tem does not store the symmetric encryption keys used by
AES. However, it stores the private keys used formore secure
exchange operations. Indeed, the ECIES cryptographic
system is a hybrid system, i.e., it implements asymmetric and
symmetric cryptography. It uses a private/public key pair
(Diffie–Hellman exchange). *e public key is derived from
the private key. *e public key is then used by different
parties to generate the shared secret key, also called the
session key. *is secret key is used to encrypt data with a
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symmetric cryptographic system (e.g., AES-CCM). *us,
further work is required to protect the private keys of the
devices from key extraction attacks. One possible approach
is the use of a Root-of-Trust (RoT) module, composed of a
secure element (SE) for secure key storage, a Trusted Plat-
form Module (TPM), or a Trusted Execution Environment
(TEE) for key generation and/or derivation operations
(public, private, ephemeral secret, etc.) [62].

5.4.2. Trust Management. Generally, a reputation-based
trust management system is vulnerable to ballot stuffing and
bad-mouthing attacks, identity change attacks, etc. [63, 64]
(Section 2). Our proposition allows to mitigate identity
change attacks, thanks to identity management integrated in
the secure exchange mechanism of context information. It
alsomakes it possible tomitigate attacks on the trust score by
evaluating the behavior of context sources and the reliability
of the context information they transmit.

In addition, the data used by the Bayesian network to
evaluate the reliability of the context information are pro-
vided manually. As introduced in Section 3, the UPM
module can continuously train the Bayesian network with
the new user profile data.*us, themore the user profile data
are, the more effective the Bayesian network will be in
determining the reliability of the context information.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a secure context-awareness
management system in an IoT environment. *is system
ensures the secure exchange of context information and
enables the detection of malicious or compromised context
sources. It also allows the context-aware security and privacy
system, CASPaaS, to avoid making erroneous decisions to
adapt security and privacy mechanisms. Indeed, thanks to
the antireplay mechanism and the reliability of context
information, CASPaaS will process only reliable context
information. *e proposed solution was implemented and
evaluated with MQTT-based communications. *e evalu-
ation proved its effectiveness compared to the SSL/TLS
protocol. *e evaluation also proved the effectiveness of the
trust management mechanism in terms of detection accu-
racy and speed. *e overall impact of the solution in a
context-aware security and privacy system is acceptable
considering the number of nodes a user may have in the
smart city. *e obtained results show that using the user’s
profile in detecting unreliable context information can yield
good results.

However, this work has some limitations. For example,
the used user profile information is static and provided
manually. So, it could be interesting to make the user profile
information dynamic and automatically enriched. Also, our
proposal was validated using data that are provided in lab.
So, we have to assess the real effectiveness of our proposal on
real-world cases. *us, we plan to perform tests with real
data that we will generate in the near future.

Another interesting future work consists in imple-
menting the solution with hardware security and evaluating
its impact on all the mechanisms proposed in this work. In
addition, the implementation of some other modules of the
proposed CASPaaS architecture [7] is underway, and the
achievement of the implementation of the entire system will
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Figure 16: Results of the reputation evaluation from two sources of context.

Table 5: Characteristics of the trust management mechanism.

Properties Values
Detection time ∼� 2 milliseconds
Accuracy >81%
True positive (TP) ≥80%
False positive (FP) <4%
True negative (TN) ≥99%
False negative (FN) ≤19%
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allow us to evaluate its overall performance in a practical IoT
application such as e-Health.
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